Heteroepitaxial growth of BaSnO 3 (BSO) and Ba 1-x La x SnO 3 (x = 7%) (LBSO) thin films on different perovskite single crystal (SrTiO 3 (001) and SmScO 3 (110)) substrates has been achieved by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) under optimized deposition conditions. X-ray diffraction measurements indicate that the films on either of these substrates are relaxed due to the large mismatch and present a high degree of crystallinity with narrow rocking curves and smooth surface morphology while analytical quantification by proton induced x-ray emission (PIXE) confirms the stoichiometric La transfer from a polyphasic target, producing films with La contents above the bulk solubility limit. The films show degenerate semiconducting behavior on
Heteroepitaxial growth of BaSnO 3 (BSO) and Ba 1-x La x SnO 3 (x = 7%) (LBSO) thin films on different perovskite single crystal (SrTiO 3 (001) and SmScO 3 (110)) substrates has been achieved by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) under optimized deposition conditions. X-ray diffraction measurements indicate that the films on either of these substrates are relaxed due to the large mismatch and present a high degree of crystallinity with narrow rocking curves and smooth surface morphology while analytical quantification by proton induced x-ray emission (PIXE) confirms the stoichiometric La transfer from a polyphasic target, producing films with La contents above the bulk solubility limit. The films show degenerate semiconducting behavior on both substrates, with the observed room temperature resistivities, Hall mobilities and carrier concentrations of 4.4 mΩcm, 10 an alternative to ITO. The nominal La content of the films (x = 0.07) is beyond the bulk solubility limit, so determination of electrical properties for compositionally defined films is a priority. Such high mobility compared to the previous results is attributed to a superior crystalline quality of these thin films. 21 Although the apparent increase in mobility in the thin 3 films is ascribed to the improved crystallinity, several other factors could be the origin of such results. Recent theoretical results highlight the possibility of tuning the bandgap using elastic strain, 22 and the interpretation of the electrical properties of films needs to take into account the role of any free carriers generated in the substrates. Oxygen vacancies generated during growth at high temperatures and low pressures in STO can produce conductivity. 23, 24 All these potential problems make it difficult to robustly separate the films electrical properties from those of the substrate. Moreover it was suggested that the observed mobility in thin films could be improved by reducing the lattice mismatch between LBSO and the substrate. 20 In order to investigate these potential effects we have grown high quality BSO and LBSO films on SrTiO 3 (001) (STO)
[lattice mismatch of +5.28%] and SmScO 3 (110) (SSO) substrates [+3.08% lattice mismatch ].
The scandate substrate possesses not only the largest lattice parameter of commercially available perovskite substrate to provides a lower mismatch for epitaxial growth but is also redox-resistant to introduction of carriers during processing, allowing for the investigation of possible strain effects and separation of the intrinsic electrical properties of the films. of 14% which is much lower than the one reported previously. 20 The analytically determined carrier concentration is beyond the bulk solid solution limit and may drive enhanced carrier trapping associated with dopant clustering, producing the observed lower effective carrier concentrations. 28 The temperature dependence is consistent with a degenerate semiconductor with metallic-like behavior and follows the same trend in both cases, with carrier concentration decreasing as temperature is reduced as ionized dopant start to freeze-out. The films are more conducting on SSO than on STO (4.4 mΩcm and 7.8 mΩcm at room temperature respectively).
Although similar FWHM are measured for the two films, dislocations that are formed due to lattice mismatch between film and substrate can reduce the mobility because they act as double 
